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Dr. Fox To Talk
On Honors Day
President of Union College
Recognized as Historian
and Liberal Scholar
PHI BETA KAPPAS READ
President Dixon Ryan Fox of
Union college, Schenectady. New
York, who will speak on "What Are
Colleges For?" at Honors Day, March
21, In the chapel at 8:15 a. m.. Is
not only a college president and edu-
cator known for his liberal Ideas, but
is a distinguished scholar as well.
Following Mr. Fox's address, Presi-
dent Mildred H. McAfee will announce
the scholastic awards.
President Fox graduated from Co-
lumbia college and university where
he remained to teach, rising rapidly
until he occupied a chair in Ameri-
can history. For two years he was
also Research Associate in the Car-
negie Institution, and in 1929-30, he
was visiting professor at Yale uni-
versity. While serving as director of
Ihe American university union in
London in 1927-28, he lectured at 18
universities and university colleges in
the British Isles.
In addition to teaching. Professor
Fox found time to write several books
and to act as editor of a number of
publications. In 1929, he published
The Decline of Aristocracy in the Poli-
tics of New York. This was followed
by a historical atlas of the United
Slates a year later. In 1923, there
appeared his biography of his former
professor, an outstanding authority
on American colonial history, Herbert
L. Osgood, an American Scholar.
Three years afterward. Professor Fox
published Caleb Heatltcole, Gentle-
man Colonist, and in 1935, a brilliant
study in intellectual history, Ideas in
Motion.
Incidentally. Professor Fox became
editor of Westc/iester Court Minutes
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
HONORS DAY
Seniors, graduate students, and
members of the faculty are asked
to form in line in academic dress
in the basement of chapel at 8
o'clock on Monday morning, March
21, for the Honors Day procession.
Library To Exhibit
D'Annunzio's Works
The complete works of Gabriele
D'Annunzdo, published in a national
edition, are on exhibition in the Wel-
lesley college library. This edition
was published at the expense of the
Italian government by a special com-
mittee under the patronage of the
King and the honorary presidency of
Mussolini. It was printed in Verona
in the original type of the famous
Italian printing house of Bedonl,
whose type is considered a master-
piece in the art of printing.
These works of D'Annunzio are
divided into four sections, lyrics of
love and glory, novels, tragedies, mys-
teries and dreams, and other prose
writings. The better part of the ex-
hibition is now on display, while the
rest will be shown later.
A. K. X. TO ILLUSTRATE
GREEK ART AND STYLES
Alpha Kappa Chi will hold Its semi-
open program meeting Friday and
Saturday evenings. March 18 and 19,
at 8:00 p. m. in the society house.
Members will present living Greek
statues, tableaux from Greek vases,
and scenes from Greek life.
Contrary to its custom in past years
of giving a play. Alpha Kappa Chi
has chosen this year to return to
an earlier custom and present a sym-
posium of Greek life in several of its
phases. The program will represent
the religious, artistic, and family life
of the Greeks. Selected statues and
vase paintings will be illustrated by
living models, and pantomimed scenes
will show the styles and manners of
the ancient Greeks, finishing up wltn





Hold Poll on Questions
of National Policy
The Student Peace Council has re-
cently organized as a group of students
to supervise peace activities in Wel-
lesley. The representatives to the
council include two members of the
faculty of whom one. Miss Barnette
Miller of the history department, has
already been chosrn. Other members
are Marian Hayes '40 of Forum, Eli-
zabeth Hapgood '40 of C. A., Marjorie
Rosenberg '41 of the A. S. U., Jeart
Haslam '41 of C. G., and Janet Bleber
'40 of News.
This peace group will take care of
arrangements for Armistice day, ac-
tivities on spring peace day, summer
work, and other activities that bring
to the student the realization that
war is not the most effective way of
settling international problems. On
spring peace day. April 27. chapel time
will be devoted to peace talks by
President Mildred H. McAfee and a
member of the student body. During
the summer there is an opportunity for
200 college students to settle in com-
munities throughout the country and
to give lectures and lead discussions
on peace.
As their first ventures the Student
Peace Council is sponsoring a survey
of public opinion on such questions
as the R. O. T. C, Europe, the Far
East. Naval expenditures, and the
principles of the "Oxford Pledge."
The survey was started by The Daily
Herald of Brown university and the
United Student Peace committee and
is being conducted in many colleges
throughout the country. Opportunity
will be given to Wellesley students to
vote in this survey through News
ballots next week.
Blake Exhibit of Rare Engravings
Accompanies Dr. C. B. Tinker's Talk
In connection with the lecture on
Blake's The Gates of Paradise by
Professor Chauncey Brewster Tinker
on March 15 sponsored by the Friends
of the Wellesley College Library, the
library has arranged an exhibition
of its rare Blake treasures.
Professor Palmer once said that he
had his favorites among these books.
"They are the books difficult to pro-
cure, that have obliged me to under-
take a hunt for many years. One
such is a little volume of Blake. The
Songs of Innocence." It was engraved
and colored by Blake in 1789. the first
book produced by his own special
method of engraving and then color-
ing the plates by hand. The Wel-
lesley copy was made for Samuel
Rogers and has his bookplate and the
bookplate of his nephew, Henry Rog-
ers. An expert who examined this
copy said that It is the finest one
he ever saw and the most beautiful
In respect to its coloring. This vol-
ume Is generally recognized as being
Blake's highest poetic achievement.
Mr. Yates considers it "the morning
song of his genius," and of the beau-
tiful illuminations he says, "Every
page is a window open In Heaven."
Of Blake's first publication, Poetical
Sketches, 1783. we have one of the
three copies which were found in the
original sheets In Samuel Palmer's
storeroom at Furze Hill house. Samuel
Palmer, who married Linnell's sister.
gave one copy to John Linnell, Jr
,
who had it bound. John Linnell in-
scribed the history of this particular
copy on the inside cover of the book
which is now in the Wellesley college
library.
In the lllustratio/is of the Book of
Job we see the climax of Blake's
achievements as a symbolic artist,—
in the daring symbolism, the creative
genius and his greatest imaginative
power In such plates as "When the
morning stars sang together" and
"Then the Lord answered Job out of
the whirlwind." A first edition of
this volume in India proofs, London,
1825. is in the Wellesley collection.
Among the Interesting association
volumes Is a copy of Percy's Reliques
of Ancient English Poetry, vol. 1.
London, 1765. which is a presentation
copy from Blake to the wife of the
engraver, Linnell. and Is inscribed by
Blake,—"Mary Ann Linnell. the gift
of Mr. W. Blake."
The earliest account of Blake as a
poet and as an engraver is in Benja-
min Heath Malkln's A Father's Mem-
oirs of His Child. London. 1806. The
frontispiece was designed by Blake
and several of his poems are reprinted
in the book. This volume is In our
collectlon.
On this occasion the exhibition Is
enriched through the courtesy of Pro-
fessor Chauncey Brewster Tinker by
a loan of his copy of Blake's The




Drawing from her experience as a
Geneva scholar from Wellesley last
year. Edith Iglauer '38. president of
Forum, will speak on the qualifica-
tions requisite for the scholarship, and
on the school itself, at the Geneva
scholarship tea to be given at Shakes-
peare, Thursday, March 24. at 4 p. m.
Juniors may apply for the scholar-
ship at this time, but more definite
application must be made after vaca-
tion when applicants have had the
chance to discuss it with their parents.
The tea is given jointly by the
Forum and the Geneva scholarship
committee consisting of Chairman Lucy
W. Klllough of the economics depart-
ment; Miss Alice I. P. Wood, of the
Personnel Bureau; Miss Dorothy M.
Robathan, dean of the class of 1939;
Miss Edna F. Heldbreder. of the psy-
chology department; Mr. Edward E.
Curtis, of the history department;
Miss Iglauer; Virginia F. Plumb. '39;
and Christine Hunter '39, president of
the Junior class.
EVA CHANDLER
Eva Chandler, professor emeritus
of mathematics, died March 8. In
Faulkner hospital, Jamaica Plain.
Massachusetts, at the age of 82.
Miss Chandler came to Wellesley
In January, 1879, the fourth year
of the college's existence. She
served on the faculty 41 years, and
In udditlon was social head of old
Stone hall. At the time of her
retirement in June, 1920. she was
praised In a tribute by Katharine
Lee Bates for her loyalty to friends
and the college, and her devotion
to Christian service.
Major Officers Usher In 1939
Leaders And Village Juniors
SINK OR SWIM
When Wellesley returns from
Christmas vacationing in January
1939, it's going to gird its water
wings, take a deep breath, and
plunge—right Into the new swim-
ming pool! Between now and then
it can hang over the 164' x 115'
foundations and gloat. For two
weeks derricks have been gingerly
lifting the top soil off the area
between Mary Hemenway gymna-
sium and the parking lot. Next
week the "big time" contractors will
take over operations from Welles-
ley's own "gentlemen of the spade."
For those who have forgotten that
a building must surround the pool,
the squash courts, recreation rooms
and lounges tucked in odd corners
of the building will be the prizes
in the cracker jack box.
ITALIAN PHOTOGRAPHER
WILL ILLUSTRATE TALK
Augustus E. (Jamano, narrator, trav-
eler, and photographer, will present a
talk on "Glimpses of Italy" Illustrated
with colored lantern slides March 18
in the art lecture room at 8 p. m.
The talk will take the form of an
Imaginary journey through Sicily.
Naples, Capri, Rome, Pisa, Florence,
Venice, and the Italian Riviera.
MME. CHIANG KAI-SHEK
BECOMES '38 MEMBER
Mme. Chiang Kai-shek (Mayllng
Soong '17) has accepted the honorary
membership of the class of 1938. Lu-
cile Johnson '38, class president, re-
ceived the following radiogram Fri-
day, March 11. YOURS OF OCTOBER
TWENTIETH JUST RECEIVED HON-
ORED AND DELIGHTED ACCEPT
NINETEEN THIRTYEIGHTS INVI-
TATION BECOME HONORARY
MEMBER GREETINGS TO CLASS-
MATES, (signed) MAYLING SOONG
CHIANG.




The major officers of the class of
1938 ushered their successors into
office Tuesday afternoon. March 15,
In the court of Green hall. The new
Village Juniors were also announced
and cheered by a large group from
all the classes.
Anna Tiebout will follow (Catherine
Forsyth as president of College Gov-
ernment, and Ruth Coleman will be
the next chief justice of Superior
Court. Chairman of House Presidents'
Council is Margaret Anderson, and
Dorothy Voss is president of Christian
Association. Virginia Tuttle was
elected president of the Athletic as-
sociation; Susan Barrett, of Barn-
swallows, and Margaret Delahanty, of
Forum. Editor-ln-chlef of News Is
Martha Parkhurst.
The Village Juniors for 1938-9 are:
Rebecca Jackson, Clafiin; Virginia
Grler, Dower; Elizabeth Gregory,
Eliot; Dorothy •Southmayd, Elms;
Marva Peterson, Fiske; Martha Graber,
Homestead; Janet Davidson, Little:
Marjorie Noppel, Noanett; Margaret
Gilkey, Norumbega; Marjorie Jones,
Tower; Beth Bryson, Severance; Mar-
garet Hudson, Washington; Betty
Jane Wright, transfers; Myra Ann
Graf, commuters. The alternate Vil-
lage Juniors are Eleanor Beane. Jean
Kelley, and Elizabeth Ramsey.
ALEXANDER DORNER TO
SPEAK ON ROMANTICISM
Dr. Alexander Dorner will give a
lecture in Farnsworth art museum on
"English and German Romanticism"
Monday, March 21, at 8 p. m.
Dr. Dorner Is extremely well known
In the art world. From 1925 until
a short time ago he was director ol
the museum Fur Kunst und Landes-
geschichte In Hanover, Germany.
Dance Group And Theatre Workshop
Preparing To Stage 'King Argimenes*
Unknowing spectators, standing at
the edge of Alumnae ballroom during
the past few weeks, have probably
wondered if Wellesley had started a
new cult In the field of modern dance.
They have seen groups of girls, moving
in perfect unison, but without the
slightest sound of music. The silences,
however, which have been broken only
by the beat of dancing feet, have pre-
faced the appearance of Miss Mar-
jorie Houser of Boston, the composer-
pianlst who is creating the musical
compositions for King Argimenes and
the Unknown Warrior.
For many weeks, now. Miss Char-
lotte G. MacEwan has been working
with the dance groups, guiding the
girls as they worked out the chore-
ography of their own dances, using
rhythms suited to the dramatic action
of the play. Only when the rhythmic
patterns were completed was Miss
Houser called In to compose music in-
spired by the dancing.
Theatre Workshop, under the direc-
tion of Miss Edith M. Smaill. has
been preparing the project for some
time After Miss Sara E. Brown,
technical director-designer, had delved
In tomes of Biblical times, seeking
authentic sources for costumes suit-
able to a play taking place In "a
far-off time." she decided upon the
days of Cyrus and Darius, rulers of
i ho Medo-Perslan empire. The Ori-
ental geometrical design, the zig-
zag motif In particular, will be im-
portant in the line and decoration of
the costumes. The dress of the char-
acters will carry out the design of
the scenery where a ramp leads up
to the throne in zigzag fashion. The
edged lines of sharp mountain peaks
which rise in the background have
likewise been imitated in the lines of
the costume sketches.
The typical Persian costume, a
straight tunic with one shoulder ex-
posed, has presented a problem In
its elaborate decoration scheme. The
effect of brocade has been achieved
by painting stencilled designs with a
bronze powder mixed with banana oil,
and with water colors mixed with
yelatln. These tracings, reflnished
by a dry brush process, have been
given a gilded effect.
Impressively nign turoans have been
concocted, with ingenious use of crino-
line and buckram from hats donated
by the Students' Aid society. Plastic
wood has been used for knohs on
scepters, and for scrolls, having been
filed to shape and gilded.
Lord Dunsany's play Is unusual in
that it has not a standard chorus, but
one formed from the company of slaves
by Argimenes, a former king, and Zarb,
a slave hopeful of the future The
numerous Innovations which are being
worked out In this production mark
it as an experimental art form new to
Wellesley and worthy of noto
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Dr. C. B. Tinker
Talks On Blake
Prominent Lecturer Describes
Work of Visionary Poet
as Nature Symbolism
SLIDES SHOW ENGRAVINGS
That Blake considered imagination
the most dominant of human qualities
was vividly brought out in the lecture
by Chauncy Brewster Tinker, on Tues-
day evening, March 15, in Pendleton
hall at 8:30. Dr. Tinker, who has been
deservedly called one of the finest lec-
turers in this country, lived up to his
reputation.
In his lecture, Dr. Tinker described
the work of Blake, visionary poet and
engraver, illustrating his comments by
lantern slides of the engravings. Al-
though in Songs of Innocence, Songs of
Experience, and The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell, the engravings illus-
trate the poems, in the Gates of Para-
dise, an "emblem book," Blake's ima-
ginative and symbolic figures are the
important feature, and the poems
serve to illustrate them. Due to the
tradition of emblem books being for
children the Gates of Paradise was
designated as such, although the some-
times sordid and tragic figures could
not be expected to be understood or
fully appreciated by children. Some
years later, Blake revised the volume
and substituted "for the sexes."
The emblems of The Gates of Para-
dise show the progress of the human
soul from birth to a higher existence.
The soul emerging from a cocoon,
bursting a shell, reaching for the moon,
and finally entering the grave were
among the stages of its symbolic pro-
gression. Dr. Tinker discussed various
interpretations of the vignettes, Blake's
own references to them, and possible
sources and influences which may have
gone into their original Inspiration.
Dr. Tinker also touched upon Blake's
Illustration of the works of other poets
as well as the illustrations of his Book
of Job and Prophetic Book.
Conference Brings
Mr. Drummond Here
Miss Goddard To Describe
European Tour For Summer
Miss Elsie Goddard '06 will come
to Shakespeare house from 11 until
12 Monday morning, March 21, to
describe a European tour she will con-
duct next summer. Miss Goddard, who
has spent considerable time in Europe,
calls her tour "Europe on Wheels"
and plans to have it last for two
months.
"Working on a college newspaper is
a tremendously vital and valuable ex-
perience," declared J. Roscoe Drum-
mond, editor of the Christian Science
Monitor, on March 12 at a luncheon
at Severance which was a feature of
the press conference of Mount
Holyoke. Radcllffe, Smith and Wel-
lesiey. The visiting editors and busi-
ness managers of these papers, mem-
bers of the Wellesley English com-
position department, senior English
composition majors, and the Press
Board, Literary Review, and News
staffs attended the luncheon.
Mr. Drummond prophesied a pos-
sible evolution of the American press
in which, due to the competition in
the commodity of news of the radio
news broadcasting, and television, and
the radio facsimile newspaper, the
paper of the future would emerge
much smaller, with its news sifted
down to about three columns, and
with more background, exposition and
interpretation of material than mere
fact.
The speaker, who, as a student,
had been editor of the Syracuse Daily
Orange, spoke of the relation of un-
dergraduate opinion to public opinion
and public affairs and emphasized the
duty of the paper to nourish the
capacity to think among its readers
and its staff.
Elizabeth Carlisle and Katherine
Hewitt represented Smith, while Bar-
bara Norton, and Pauline Brandemiller
came from Radcliffe and Jean Stout
and Jane Burnett from Mount Holyoke.
Out From Dreams and
Theories
C. A. NOTES
Dr. Charles W. Gilkey
Dr. Charles W. Gilkey, dean of the
university of Chicago, is to speak on
the subject "Checking up on Our-
selves" at the vesper service at Beeb?
Sunday. March 20, at 7:15 p. m.
Dr. Gilkey is also leading a forum
for members of the Student Christian
movement on the vital question of
whether Christian principles apply to
present conditions of life. The Forum
is to be held Thursday. March 24. at
5:30 p. m. at 410 Stuart street, Boston.
Supper is 35c and reservations must
be made by March 21 in the C. A.
office. 133 Green hall.
Social Service
The Reverend Father McGuinn.
dean of the Boston college school of
social work, will speak of the work
and opportunities in that field on Fri-
day, March 25, at 4:40. in room 236,
Founders.
Government Service
On Monday, March 21, Miss Ary-
ness Joy, assistant to the commissioner,
bureau of labor statistics, will discuss
opportunities for college women in
government service.
The meeting, under the auspices of
the Forum and the Personnel Bureau,
will be held in Shakespeare house at
4:40. Tea is served at 4:15.
Reverend Carl Voss
Mr. Norton To Give Talk
At Education Conference
Professor Arthur O. Norton, chair-
man of the department of education,
will speak at the annual conferences
on educational problems to be held
March 11 to 19 by the Harvard uni-
versity graduate school of education.
Professor Norton's address, entitled
"Forty Years of Education: Explora-
tions in the History of Education,"
will be given Friday, March 18, at
8 p. m. in the large lecture room of
the Fogg art museum.
Next Friday, March 18. the Reverend
Carl Voss will speak at the C. A.
tea on the subject "Living on a Vol-
cano." Mr. Voss is a graduate of
Pittsburgh University and Union Theo-
logical Seminary and has also studied
at the International Schools of Elsi-
nore, Denmark, and Geneva. Switzer-
land.
Vespers Talk by Dr. Glenn
Dr. C. Leslie Glenn of Christ church,
Cambridge, in his talk at C. A. ves-
pers Sunday, March 13, made clear
the need for "unembarrassed Chris-
tians" in the modern world. In Dr.
Glenn's opinion, intellectual struggle
must preceed the attainment of con-
scious Christianity. The four em-
barrassing truths which the thinking
Christian must reconcile in his own
mind are the existence of a good
God in a suffering world: personal
need of salvation; the final meaning
of life as sacrifice; and the purpose-
fulness of the simple but by no means
easy program of love in the Christian
life.
Mary Guernsey '38. chairman of C.
A. worship committee, led the service.
Jobs In Style
Virginia Pope, fashion editor of The
New York Times, is coming from New
York to lecture in 124 Founders hall
at 4:40. March 22. Miss Pope, an
important figure in the world of style,
will talk on All in the Day of a
Fashion Editor, and will discuss job
possibilities in connection with fashion
journalism as well as other aspects of
her position. In her lecture. Miss
Pope will show how Goya and other
romanticist painters have influenced
the fashions of 1938.
Competition Begins
For Tree Day Cover
The Tree Day competition for the
program cover has begun. This year's
program consists of the presentation
of an old Egyptian myth, the story
of the god Osiris, his triumph over
the primitive forces of evil and his
consequent immortality. All entries
must be submitted by March 28 to
Betty Anderson '38 at Tower Court.
The size of the program is to be four
inches by six inches. Any two colors
may be used In the design, in addi-
tion to the background color, which
does not necessarily have to be white.
Those competing will find a summary
of the story of Osiris on reserve at
the north desk of the library. Betty
Anderson will supply all other de-
tails.
Verse Choir Will Speak
At Boston College Club
The Wellesley verse speaking choir
will give a demonstration program at
the Boston college club on Sunday
evening, March 20. The various poems
will illustrate distinct forms of choral
presentation.
Alumnae Bankers
"Banking and Investment Fields"
was the general subject of a voca-
tional lecture sponsored by the Per-
sonnel Bureau at T. Z. E. on March
14 at 4:40 p. m. The speakers, all
Wellesley alumnae, were Mrs. Blanche
Shedd '23. Miss Mary White '34. both
of the Boston firm of Scudder. Stev-
ens, and Clark, and Miss Barbara
Daily "28. of Eaton and Howard.
Physics Party Introduces
Experiments To Students
The students of the physics depart-
ment were given the opportunity of
becoming acquainted with various ex-
periments and exhibits which they
had not seen in their classes on Wed-
nesday evening. March 16. The phy-
sics party which lasted throughout
the evening also gave the students a
chance to find out about the equip-
ment of the building.





NOT TO BE MISSED
OUT OF AFRICA by Isak Dinesen
ACTION AT AQUILA by Hervey
Allen




The Marigold Shop . . .
Announces exclusive showing of
• GAGE COSMETICS •
Finest Beauty Preparations - Moderately Priced
FREE SKIN ANALYSIS EverY Thursday. Beginning
March 17— 11 - .1
bring your complexion and make-up problems to
The Gage Representative
A medically trained specialist on Acne work
Complimentary Box of Powder, individually Blended, with
purchase of any two articles.
AHPOINTMKNIS MAY BE MADE IN AUVAM I
If you give time and thought to
your clothes problem; or wonder
whom you dare entrust with
alterations or to make up lovely








Loading executives all ovar tha
country prefer college women
with secretarial training for posi-
tions of trust and responsibility.
Katharine Glbbs has calls for
more secretaries of this typo than
thoro aro graduates available
• Address College Course Secretary for
"Moults," a booklet of placement
Information, and Illustrated catalog.
• Special Course for College Wom.n
opens In New York and Boiton Sep-
tember 20, 1938.
• AT NEW YORK SCHOOL ONLY—
«ame course m»y be started July If,
preparing for early placement.
Also One and Two Year Courses for pre-
paratory and high •chool graduates.
BOSTON ... 90 Marlborough Street






2 boxes. (100) for 1.39
The regular Modess sells
day in and day out for
20c dozen. Buy by the
100 the form - filling
Modess Napkins Extra
soft, safe, si fentifii
Stock up now and save!
E. A. DAVIS & CO.
Wellesley, Mass. Tel. 0688
tte LOVELY People DeLIGHTFUL Stateroom:












,0 lhe ««»«" Travel Agenl and tel ,you want a French /.,„, reservation to Europe. Then you will have a truh
»»uroiugrossing (even the Tourist „,„! Third ( lass ace dations ar.
'I
|ll, 'll7" l,vI?&>V "'" l ' ••".'••> Preach c .c tharevelation In gasl ronomic en |oj rnenl | n Ith a sound wine frre at every meal I).
FRENCH LINE
JOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON. MASS.
Fly Anywhere In Europo »(«, 4lr-Frence
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// qROFESSOR emeritus?" Perry
1 1 heard someone behind him ask
her companion. "What department
is he In?"
• • •
EVEN in Boston and Its environs
we find people dissatisfied with
Hie local pronunciation. Perry, hail-
ing from a state where all "r's" are
given their full value, asked at Hath-
away for Gorky's "Mother." The clerk
heaved a sigh of relief. "Thank
goodness," she declared, "you are one
person who doesn't say "Gawky."
"
RECALLING an interesting fact
culled from her lit. class, a senior
told her friends that Keats was only
five feet tall. One of her listeners
remarked, "So Keats was just a pen-
tameter!"
• • •
ROAMING through the corridor the
other day, Perry heard a soph-
omore congratulating a classmate on
her recent report card. "That was no
good," the recipient of the congratu-
lations remarked. "It was just a col-
lection of C-sick B's."
"Y
OU look baroque," a senior art
student criticized the appear-
ance of a returning prom-trotter.
After that week-end," the other re-
turned, "I am br-oke."
EVEN the much-popularized Tristan
and Iseult has its drawbacks. A
scion of the music department, lectur-
ing on the first act of the opera, de-
scribed what has the potentialities
of a great romantic moment. "It
might be a love scene," he said, "but
It isn't quite long enough."
• • •
THE economics of buying food
seems to be a realm hitherto un-
explored by Wellesley girls. One smart
miss swaggered into a Boston food
market, collected two pounds of ham-
burger, a can of peas, a pound of
butter, two grapefruit, and laid a
dollar on the counter. Her chagrin
at having to hand back to the clerk
Powder Puff
Salon





three-fourths of her proposed lunch
was only exceeded by Perry's at the
realization of how much some of our
fair damsels know about household
management.
• • •
PERRY'S heart goes out to the
English comp. professor who re-
warded those seniors who came to
class on Saturday at 8:40 with an
extension on their paper and then
took them to the el table for sand-
wiches after class.
//T's only an old shoe, but it's all
I I've got," moaned a diminutive
blonde as she climbed out of the shrub-
bery in front of Severance. She ex-
hibited a white sneaker, while picking
pine needles out of a stockinged foot.
The tendency of the young ladles at
Wellesley to vent their feelings by
throwing shoes out the window at
passers-by is surpassed only by their
extremely poor aim.
PERRY has concluded on third
thought that publicity is definitely
bad. At least publicity of the variety
which pictures the gay young Wel-
lesleyite stepping blithely from a lim-
ousine on the arm of a handsome
swain, instead of doing the studying
which she maintained to her Dart-
mouth love she was doing on that
particular week-end. Yes, he saw the
picture.
• • •
PERRY thinks that Wellesley girls
would do well to acquire a little
practical knowledge along with their
more academic pursuits. It was a
junior who seriously thought that the





Attractive rooms for your over-
night guests. Private bath—Break-
fasts if desired. Tel. Wellesley 0968.
MRS. HUGHES
MR. HOLMES TO ASSUME
CONCERT MANAGERSHIP
President Mildred H. McAfee an-
nounced the resignation of Dr. Ham-
ilton C. Macdougall, professor emeri-
tus of the music department, as
manager of the Wellesley concert
series, at the last concert of his
thirty-eighth season. Mr. Malcolm
Holmes Is the new manager.
POEMS WANTED
For New Anthology of Verse.




62 Grand Central Annex
Ntw York, N. Y.
We are happy to announce that
MR. HARRIS
well-known Hair Stylist
has been added to our staff.
•*fi Jusso's
liuLuki*.
•OITON Kv "IUUIIY ' \s * COMAJSST
85 Central Street Telephone Wellesley 2787
DO YOU LIKE FINE SHOES?CHIC STYLES?BIC SAVINCS?
See our large collection of
New Spring Shoes-$2.95 up
Combine Quality, Style, and Economy
by buying shoes at your shoe store.
TALCOFF'S 61 Central St.
FATHER STAPLETON TO
SPEAK ON SCRIPTURES
The Reverend Matthew F. Staple-
ton, S.T.P., professor of Scripture at
St. John's seminary in Brighton, will
address the Wellesley Newman club
at the monthly meeting in T. Z. E.
Monday, March 21. Father Stapleton
has chosen the Scriptures as his
subject,
A spiritual retreat fcr college women
will be held at the Convent of the
Sacred Heart in Newton, March 26
and 27. Those wishing to attend may
make reservations through Margaret
Devlin '38, at Severance.
Forum Features
Spanish Club Produces
'La Zarollilo De Tormes'
The Spanish club. La Tertulia, met
at Agora last Wednesday evening,
March 16, at 7:30 p. m. The mem-
bers of the advanced class in Spanish
presented scenes from La Zarollilo de
Tormes under the leadership of Mrs.
Helen P. Houck, associate professor of
Spanish.
Mr. R. J. Davis To Talk
To Christian Scientists
Mr. Richard J. Davis of San Jose,
California, will speak on Christian
Science to a group of Christian Scien-
tists on Monday evening, March 20,




63 Central Street Wellesley
ENJOYING YOUR RADIO?
If not, consult our Expert Sales
and Service Department now I
WELLESLEY ELECTRIC SHOP
39 Central Street Wei. 2848
U^
March 17th. ..23rd
5 d a y
SPECIALS for
IO d a y
CRUISES
Tailored Menswear
BOTANY $|0 75SLACKS 1^
sizes 14-16-18 rcg. $15.75










BEACH COATS and the new
Knee length BEACH DRESSES
Helen Moored
51 Central St., Wellesley
A. S. U. Field Trip
A bus chartered by the A. S. U.
chapter of Wellesley will leave the
parking space Saturday, March 19, at
1:30 p. m. for South Boston, where
students interested in sociology may
inspect the housing project there.
Miss Mary B. Treudley of the depart-
ment of economics and sociology will
accompany the group.
Since the field trip must be offered
to a limited number of students it is
suggested that all who wish to go see
as soon as possible Anne Paulsen '39.
at 417 Stone hall.
Dr. Salinas Lectures Tonight
Students who have been unable to
get tickets for the dinner-discussion
tonight at Severance hall at which
Dr. Pedro Salinas will speak, may be
admitted at. 7 p. m. for the current
events discussion. Those who have
tickets but who find that they are
unable to attend are asked to notify
Edith Iglauer "38, at Claflin.
TRAVEL FILM AND TALK
ENTERTAIN GERMAN CLUB
Mr. Herbert Voss, a representative
of the Hamburg-American steamship
line, spoke on travel in Germany al
a meeting of the Deutscher Vereln
last Wednesday, March 16, in Shakes-
peare at 7:30 p. m. He stressed par-
ticularly the opportunities for study
at the Universities of Heidelberg and
Munich. A talkie film showed a typi-
cal tour through Germany.
That a specialized education will better
fit one to face problems in the out-
side world." Ruth Nelson '38 and Mary
Dougherty '39 presented the negative
View.
Professor Walter TJrback of M. I. T..
Miss Edith Moses of the Wellesley
speech department, and the Reverend
Mr. Sharp acted as judges. Ruth
Prankel '38 presided with Ann Webb
'40 and Beatrice Diamond '40 as time
keepers.
Specialized Education
M. I. T. defeated Wellesley In a
debate on the values of a specialized
education at the Forum tea, Thursday
afternoon, March 10, In Shakespeare
house.
Allan Schorsh '38 and 'Seth Levine
'40 presented the affirmative and vic-
torious side of the question, "Resolved:
=COLLEGE SENIORS=
Have You Chosen a Career?
College rraduntes who expect to seek
employment In business, will And the
Intensive Secretarial Count at the
Packard School a practical stepping
stone to the security of a good In-
come in the modern business world.
DAY and EVENING SESSIONS
Write or telephone for Catalog.
THE PACKARD SCHOOL
(Founded 18G8)
253 Lexington Avenue (at 35th St.)
New York City
Registered by tho Regenta of the
University of the Stole of New York




SAILINGS WEEKLY — MAY Ihtough AUGUST
5299 up (3rd ocean)
Write for detailed facts on these travel
opportunities, planned for economy and
individual freedom








'— dinavia and the Baltic




With fosifbfc University Credits
A choice ol unusual and adventurous
Tra\cl Stminars on literature, art,
politics and other subjects, under creative
leadership
Write for Booklet G-C
indicating your specific interest.
—EDUTRAVEL .
I biliualioiidl Travel Institute, Inc. I
I








$5 for the Set
aOTiT
Dorm companionship that's RIGHT on the dotted line Polka
dots on dubonnet, navy and copen, mantailored and neat, these
will be among your closest friends for Spring! See them and
realize that at this price, they're exceptional! Small, medium,
large $2.50 each. $5 a set.
MONDAY LAST SALE DAY! 95c
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Our New Cabinet
Once more the under-secretaries of
Wellesley witness the overthrow of a
cabinet. As the major officers of 1939
take the helm of Wellesley's extra-cur-
ricular bodies, those permanent residents,
the technicians who form the very foun-
dations of our college community, stand
by, waiting to see the newest develop-
ments in student thought.
Whenever a new cabinet takes over the
government, its members fairly bristle
with ideas. Eager and fresh in the work,
they bring a new perspective to the or-
ganization which they will lead.
We of the old cabinet know that much
of this new vitality will be killed by the
routine duties of the jobs these girls will
fill. Knowing too well each obstacle our
successors must combat, we fear the
death of this new vitality. And here and
now we make a plea for the life of '39's
new ideas for leading our organizations.
Wellesley is indeed a place of tradition.
In the progress of our organizations,
sentiment interferes at every step of the
way. We are loath to change our cus-
toms. We are, frankly, very set in our
ways.
It is not our suggestion that tradition
be cast to the wind. We do not urge that
sentiment be submerged. Rather we ad-
vocate faith in this new cabinet. These
girls are every one good leaders carefully
selected from a larger group of girls who
might also be good leaders. They know
our custom and our law and will not dis-
card it without due consideration.
But, with all due r-espect to "things as
they are," we cannot and must not remain
static or Wellesley will stagnate. There-
fore, we urge you, meet these new offi-
cers with open minds. Hear their ideas
as they assume their leadership. Co-op-
erate with them at least to the extent of
considering their suggestions without an
antecedent prejudice. If Wellesley meets
the policies of the new cabinet with an
open mind, at least half of the obstacles
to progress will be overcome at the start
of these major officers' careers.
And now, '39, may we say we are proud
to accept your new officers, and we eager-
ly await the fresh ideas which you carry
into office with you.
Wellesley's Dramatic Policy
The unprecedented success of Alceste
as a dramatic enterprise raises the ques-
tion of the college dramatic policy, a
question which must be thrashed out
and settled now if these interdepartmen-
tal ventures are to meet the high stand-
ards which Wellesley has set without
breaking their backs or that of the aca-
demic curriculum.
Alceste producers met almost insur-
mountable technical problems which they
had expected to face. What they did
not expect was the ill feeling and lack
of cooperation exhibited by certain mem-
bers of the college community after (not
before) the production was well under
way. This ill feeling is only a symptom
of what we have felt for a long time
constitutes a fundamental lack of policy
toward dramatic events in the college.
A glance at the social calendar, 26 dra-
matic productions in 1937-38, further
confirms our suspicions that what col-
lege policy exists is based on high stand-
ards and expectations combined with
passive toleration and little material or
moral support in the actual execution.
The non-cooperators have much justi-
fication for their attitude toward Alceste,
if they turn their energies into building
a constructive dramatic policy for the
college. Twenty-six dramatic produc-
tions per year is an unheard-of schedule
for an institution of 2,000 people in resi-
dence for nine months. And an Alceste
followed head on by an equally large
production, Argimenes, creates a breach
in the curriculum inconsistent with Wel-
lesley standards of intellectual achieve-
ment. Such a schedule is unfair to both
the legitimate artistic and the academic
interests; it does justice to neither.
We believe firmly in the social and cul-
tural values derived from enterprises
like Alceste and Argimenes. We think
that a choir or orchestra or barn or
orchesis or workshop member derives
untold advantages from participation in
the cooperative work of these organiza-
tions, advantages on a par with the val-
ues of classroom instruction.
However, the informal elements must
not be allowed to jeopardize the formal
elements in the community. Adequate
provision must be made for both. The
time has come when the heads of pro-
duction units, the curriculum committee,
the administration and the social arbi-
ters and financiers must sit around a
table and plan for the next college gen-
eration. We must have a definition of
our dramatic policy; we can drift no
longer.
Thinking To The Point
Mr. Drummond, editor of the Christian
Science Monitor, in speaking at a lunch-
eon here on Saturday, stressed the im-
portance of the college newspaper in
forming opinion on world affairs. There
is no doubt that what he said is true.
The college newspaper should extend out-
side the news of the campus to the news
of the world.
The fact that the weekly in most col-
leges tends to concentrate all of its ef-
forts within the bounds of the campus
can be partly blamed on its readers. We,
of the campus, seem to lose what interest
we have formerly had in world affairs
when we enter the gates to our colleges.
The outside world does not touch us in
our student environment. We are off
on an island by ourselves where Russia
and Germany, Japan and Italy, Norway
and Belgium seem unable to reach us.
We forget that the world which we left,
for four years of intensive study is the
same world to which we shall return
after our college years.
Even intensive study, however, can-
not blind our eyes to such an event as
Hitler's absorption of Austria into the
German Reich. This crisis gives a des-
tination to our urgent pleas to think
about the happenings of a larger world
than Wellesley. We are living during
history making days in world progress.
The world is moving forward, whether
we like it or not. And before we can
take our due part in the progress of this
world, we must understand the steps
which are being taken.
Hence, we of the News begin to put
into the practice the function suggested
by Mr. Drummond. We point your at-
tention toward Hitler and the Anschluss
movement. And we beg that you start




"The time has come,"
The deans all said,
"To think of many things
—
Of Honors Day
And new Phi Betes
And whether profs have wings."
I hear the dean
Roll off the names




And never play the scamp.
We might be numbered
In the list
Of brainy girls and few,
Who never dash to town the day
A long assignment's due.
It must feel great
To be that day
The apple of all eyes.
But we're not sure we really care
—
Oh, it's fun to rationalize!
NEWS NOTATIONS
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used If the writer so destres.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be In the
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
Dormitory Leaders
To the Wellesley College News:
Minor elections bring with them the
additional responsibility of electing for
ourselves new House Presidents. To be
the leader of a dormitory entails more
than conducting house meetings and
holding office hours.
In the first place, since the girls are
in direct contact with registration as
well as other C. G. problems, their
function' on the council is very im-
portant. The present House Presidents
have proposed several legislative
changes to Senate of which permis-
sion to eat in the village until eleven-
thirty is one. Not only do they sug-
gest proposals to Senate, but they
carry away with them plans that they
must present to you in the houses. An
organization such as this can give new
spirit to the houses and make con-
structive changes in the rules, if its
members are genuinely interested in
the work and are active in recognizing
problems on the campus.
The other relatively unknown phase
of the House Presidents' job is District
Court work. The courts can be a
constructive factor in building up the
general morale of the college only if
its members have the Ideals that Wel-
lesley is built on, and have as weU an
understanding of girls' problems. Un-
less the members of the court mingle
understanding with Uieir respect for
C. G. rules, therefore, its function be-
comes misdirected and assumes the un-
fortunate role of a penalty-giving body.
Elections need honest consideration
of what qualities are prerequisites for
the offices and what girls best fulfill
these requirements. We hope sincerely
that in spite of the rush of quizzes
and papers everyone wiU take time to
give this thought before voting.
Edar Fleming,
Chairman of House Presidents' Council
Freshmen In Tower
To the Wellesley College News:
I wish to register my protest against
1939. Severance's argument on fresh-
men housing in the Tower group and
to support the experiment of the
administration in that direction. It
has been my experience that fresh-
men who live in daily contact with
upperclassmen during their first few
months at college invariably make an
easier adjustment to the academic and
social life of the college. They are
not subject to the hysteria on various
subjects which spasmodically pervades
each freshman house. They are wit-
ness to the upperclassmen who have
made a reasonable apportionment be-
Apropos of the cablegram
Japanese from Madame Chiang
Extend Kai-Shek concerning Jap.
Censorship ane.se destruction of Chin-
ese educational forces
comes an item from North China, a
Japanese has been appointed by the
new provisional government to censor
the content of textbooks used in the
schools. This move is indicated along
with a general plan to control all
civilians by registration.
Scholarship funds are be-
Chlld coming increasingly avail-
Artists able for all kinds of study.
Educated N. Y. U. has recently re-
ceived a gift to help edu-
cate child artists who have had no
other formal training. The plan is
part of a research project for the
study of child art.
Although chess has been
Game considered an old game
Fot for some time it has re-
Methuselah cently been discovered to
be at least 6,000 years
old. A terra cotta set of game pieces
was found in Mesopotamia showing
signs of considerable use. The level
excavated is supposedly of the earliest
known period of civilization in this
section.
Spring fever is, it seems,
Making more than the idle fancy
A Case of youth. Dr. Merrill
Of Spring Moore of the Harvard
medical school said that it
actually resulted from, fatigue. He also
explained the importance of weather
conditions as affecting sensitive tem-
peraments with changes in tempera-
ture or barometric pressure.
Two physicians of Johns
Fountain Hopkins report that they
of have a rejuvenating fluid
Youth that will make old men
young again. After its use.
beards take on new growth, skin be-
comes oily and ruddy, and the voice
deepens. The concoction, which was
first made in Switzerland two years
ago, is derived from the male sex hor-
mone. To be useful it must be taken
repeatedly since the body soon uses
it up.
The recent labor dlsturb-
Students ances seem to have pene-
Still trated to the youUi of
Striking America. One hundred and
fifty students of Seaford,
Delaware, struck a little while ago be-
cause they wanted the board of edu-
cation to patronize the Seaford light
and power company. Although mem-
bers of the board and the school prin-
cipal talked to the students and asked
them to return to their classes more
than half of the school walked out.
The problem of "jay-walk-
Jay- ing" ducks is becoming one
Walking of the major problems fac-
Ducks ing the bureau of standards
in Washington. Ducks un-
fortunately have no sense of air traffic
regulations and refuse to give the right
of way to an airplane. The attend-
ant impact of a duck is at a velocity
of about 100 feet a second, and such a
speed can wreak havoc with a plane.
Although the bureau has been firing
synthetic ducks made of rubber at
various strengthening materials de-
signed for plane windshields, they have
so far been unsuccessful In finding
anything to withstand the ducks.
Aluminum funnels will be
Aluminum used for the first time on
Funnels an ocean liner in the con-
struction of the new Mau-
Tetania, it 30.000 ton passenger steam-
ship being built at Birkenhead. The
funnels will not only save weight, but
will resist the corrosive effect of salt
air better than steel.
tween work and recreation instead of
indulging in extremes which so often
characterizes the life of the newest
members of the college. FurUiermore.
the freshmen in on campus houses are
apt to take advantage of the informal
cultural advantages of Uie college often
inaccessible to vUlage residents be-









Spring Thaw, with Roland Young WILBUR
Just this week.
Brothers Ashkcnazi. this week
IN PROSPECT
The Sea Gull, with Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne.
Opening March 21 for one week.
/ Married An Angel, with Vera Zorina and Dennis King.
Henry IV (Part 1), with Maurice Evans.
Opening April 25 for two weeks.
WELLESLEY THEATRE TICKET AGENCY
Wcllesley Thrift Shop. 34 Church Street, Wellcsley
Telephone Wellesley 0915
Tickets to all Boston attractions.
Hours: 9 to 5:30
Service 25c a ticket.
CAMPUS CRITIC
"Alceste"
It is with some hesitation and a
little confusion that I try to find the
words to offer in review of the per-
formance of Christoph W. Von Gluck's
Alceste produced by Wellesley College,
Inc., last Friday and Saturday even-
ings at Alumnae hall. Hesitation, be-
cause I am convinced that my words
could never be adequately chosen, and
confusion, because it is impossible to
decide just who is the host and hostess
to be thanked and commended for
those thoroughly enjoyable evenings
devoted to the most completely satis-
factory kind of pleasure for both par-
ticipants and non-participants,—an in-
terpretation of a work of art which
does justice to the artist.
As a member of the audience, I was
impressed by the continuity and
smoothness with which the whole per-
formance was motivated. The skill
with which the singers, actors, musi-
cians, dancers, and behind scenes, the
technicians, combined their forces to
preserve this unity of movement may
be estimated by the fascination with
which the audience followed the pro-
duction, scene by scene, act by act. One
has the feeling, perhaps, that Act III.
Scene I, was not entirely successful
dramatically, but in fairness, it may
be pointed out that it is quite as much
Gluck's fault as that of any attempt
at interpretation.
I am In no position to criticize the
settings, costuming and technical work
historically, but the total effect pro-
duced a background of colorful detail,
executed in good taste. If at any time
there was a seeming lack of balance,
one has only to Imagine the same set-
ting on a much larger stage, and one
can realize with what limitations these
back-scene women were faced in sup-
porting the activities on stage.
There is little need for me to men-
tion the excellent work of the prin-
cipals. Miss Dorothy Baker proved
herself a good musician, an actress of
no small ability and a real "trouper."
Mr. Joseph Lautner executed the role
of Admetus with a true feeling for
the dramatic, especially in Act II. Mr.
Morrison is to be highly commended
lor the taste and simplicity with which
he interpreted his solo in the Prelude
of Act III. Mr. Joseph Haroutunlan
is too well known for us to permit him
to adopt another role, but In spite
of having to face a battery of affec-
tionately unsympathetic enthusiasts, he
gave a musically fine performance.
Miss Phyllis Finkelstein '39 and Mr.
Rogosin were particularly well chosen
for their roles.
The artistic and sympathetic per-
formance of the dancers was sheer
delight to witness. The choruses were
unfailing, and the orchestra, nothing
short of "professional," in their very
able and entirely indispensable support
throughout. The organizations all gave
evidence of excellent training.
We hope that the united forces who
made this production possible had as
much sheer fun and lasting delight as
we did. sitting comfortably in the
upholstered chairs in the hall. It Is
Impossible to forget.
Barbara G. Trask '32
Hathaway House Shows
Spanish Works Of Art
Hathaway House bookshop has put
on exhibit colored prints of canvases
by such famous Spanish artists as
Velasquez, Rivera, El Greco. Goya, and
Picasso, sent up from Raymond and
Raymond in New York.
Because of the danger to the ori-
ginals by bombing and theft in the
Spanish civil war the priceless paint-
ings have been removed to storage
rooms whe.e no harm can come to
them.
'You Never Know"
For the plot of his new musical
comedy, Cole Porter goes back to the
old theme, used as long ago as in
The Frogs of Aristophanes, of master
and servant changing clothes and
position. This musical carried the
idea even farther by having the maid
and mistress also do a "turned about
girls" act.
The plot as such, however, is natur-
ally of minor Importance in a musical
comedy. The dialogue is witty and for
the most part moves swiftly, carrying
the audience from one musical num-
ber to another. Clifton Webb as
Gaston, the valet, and Lupe Velez as
Maria, the lady's maid, entertain with
amusing sons and dance numbers, the
most outstanding probably being a
take-off on the current dance vogues,
The Big Apple, The Shag, and Truck-
ing. Miss Velez also does a series of
impersonations, including Greta Garbo
and Shirley Temple, which receive a
very enthusiastic response. From
Alpha to Omega and By Candlelight
seem to be the only really important
songs from the show; the others serve
their purposes, but do not have lasting
qualities.
Of the remainder of the cast men-
tion should be made of Rex O'Malley
who played adequately the role of the
Baron, and April, whose tap dance
numbers fascinate the spectators. As
for Libby Holman, either she has been
greatly over-rated as a singer and
actress, or she is not up to her usual
standard. Of Toby Wing, little can
be said, except that she portrays the
part of the playgirl rather uncon-
vlnclngly.
The settings for the show are con-
ventional except for the two rather
unusual scenes in the railway station.
Distinction is added to the scenes,
however, by the startling use of color,
both In the decorations of the room




Shadow and Substance. By Paul Vin-
cent Carroll. Random House, Inc.,
1937. 176 pp. S2.00.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Wabon Blk. Wellesley Square
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
Copeland Merrill, D. M. D.
DENTIST
Wellesley Square Phone 1900
Dwight R. Clement, D. M. D.
DENTIST
Wellesley Square Phone 1900
: The Dainty Shop 5
17 Central St. Wolleiloy 1076
Lunches packed and delivered




OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE IN
A NEW BRANCH OK THE MED-
ICAL PROFESSION.
COURSE OF STUDY INCLUDES
BIOLOGICAL. SOCIAL, CLINICAL
SCIENCES. AND CREATIVE ARTS.
ADVANCED STANDING GIVEN
COLLEGE GRADUATES.
MRS. MARJORIE B. GREENE
7 Harcourt St. Bunion, Maw.
DIRECTOR
Only School in Now England recog-
nized by tha American Medical Amo-




* Just in time to put your clothes "in the pink." . .
.
* Just in time for spring parties.
. . .




* Just in time
. .
. before you leave college.
FREE/
During March only
. . . with every two dresses Sanitone-
cleaned ... we will Sanitone-clean, without charge . . .
one sweater ... or one pair of gloves and one scarf.




J^aunderers^y (gleaners . .
.
WELLESLEY 0727 - NA TICK L520
Although a play is written for
stage production, to read Shadow and
Substance, written by a Scotch school-
teacher, Paul Vincent Carroll, proves,
nevertheless, an enjoyable and stlmul-
lating experience. The play is the
appealing story of life and religion in
one of the small towns in County
Louth, Ireland. The action, taking
place entirely In the living room of
Canon Skerrltfs parochial house, re-
volves around the struggle between
the formal religion of the haughty,
suave, and cultured canon, and the
simple but strong faith of his young
servant, Brlgid. Brlgid lives in a
world of mysticism. Between these
two moves Dermot O'Flingsley, a
young, intelligent but hot-tempered
schoolmaster who has written a book
which severely criticizes the present
state of the Irish Catholic church.
It is this book which stirs an ig-
norant mob in the town to attack
O'Flingsley with sticks and stones.
Brlgid hastens to the schoolmaster's
side to protect him and is herself
fatally struck by a brick. Her death
reconciles the canon and the school-
master for one moment and then they
separate.
The play as a whole is not smooth-
ly written. Brigld's death comes as
a shock to the reader, and the final
ending of the play produces no sense
of satisfaction. The play, however,
because of Its human interest and
fiery humor, has universal appeal.
R. S. '39
CINEMA
COLONIAL—March 17 - 19: The Hurricane and You're Only Young
Once; March 20-23: The Buccaneer and The Octopus.
COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE-March 17 - 19: Love and Hisses and
Nothing Sacred; March 21-23: The Bride Wore Red.
PARAMOUNT
- PENWAY-March 17 - 23: Sally, Irene, and Mary
and Bulldog Drummond's Peril.




CLEANINC — PRESSING — MENDING
HEMSTITCHING — DYING
NU-BONE CORSETS




(Next to Hathaway House Bookshop)
Before you leave for your
Spring Vacation
—
Why not bring the typewriter
to our shop
(or we will send tor her)
We will oil and grease her, dust her
up and return to your dormitory to




59 Central St. Wellesley 1045
The sun never
sets on Tweed
The occasion is always met when you
are wearing tweed in its perfect tra-
dition. We show here o suit worthy
of its heritage, a crest to your taste
when you wear it.
The tailoring and the fabric are
matters of British custom—casuol and
nonchalant because they are superb
You will understand the inspiring cut
of the jacket, the line of the skirt
Of special concern is the faultless
weave of grey, dark green, rust, blue
and brown in an attractive pat-
tern that is at once spirited and con-
servative A dark-green sweater,
of incredibly soft coshmere, blends
smoothly in the ensemble.
At the House of Smith, where mod-
eration of cost is as traditional as the
best of British skill, the Otterburn
tweed suit, in two pieces, complete, is
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Sportswear Braemar Sweaters




Thursday. Mnrch 17: 6:16 P. M. Sev-
erance Hnll. Forum ilinncr discission. Sr.
Pedro Salinas of the Spanish Dcpnrtment
will talk on The Struggle of I'nst nnd
Present in the Spnnish Civil Wnr." Doors
open at 7:00 for those unnlile to obtain
dinner ticket*. (Forum.)
Friday. Mnrch 18: 'K:ir> A. M. Morning
i
I ,.m .. I Mrs. Swing will lend.
•-I :I0 P. M. Room 130. Green Hull.
Rev. Corl liermnnn Voss. United Church.
Raleigh, N. C. will speok. Ten at -1:00.
(Christian Association.)
•S:00 P. M. Arl Lecture Room. Pro-
fessor A. E. Callfnnn wfll give nn illus-
Irntrd lecture in Engli«h on "filimpscs of
Italy." (Department of Italian.)
8:00 P. M. Alpha Knppn Chi House.
Alphn Kappn Chi will present living Greek
statues and scenes from the home-life of
the Greeks.
Saturday. March 19: *8:Io A. M. Morn-
inn Chnpel. Miss McAfee will lend.
8:00 P. M. Alpha Knppn Chi House.
(Sec above.)
Sunday, March 20 : '11:00 A. M. Memo-
rial Chapel. Preacher. Dr. John .). Moment.
Plninflcld, N. J.
•7:1S P. M. Reebe Hnll. All college
vespers. Dr. Charles W. Gilkcy, Denn of
the University Chnpel. University of Chi-
cago, will speak. Subject : "Checking Up
On Ourselves." (Christian Association.)
Monday, March 21: «8:1S A. M. For-
mal Chapel in celebration of HONORS DAY.
President Dixon Ryan Fox, Union College,
Schenectady. N. Y.. will speak.
Miss McAfee will announce nendemic
honors. The academic procession will form
in the Chapel basement nt 8:00. Members
of the faculty, graduate students nnd seniors
are asked to wear cap and gown.
8 M0 - 9:30 P. M. No academic appoint-
ments.
•1:10 P. M. Shakcsponre House. Miss
Ai-ynoss Joy, Assistant to the Commissioner,
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Washington.
D. C. will talk on "Careers in Govern-
ment Service for College Women." Ten
at 4:15. (Personnel Bureau and Forum. I
•8:00 P. M. Art I,ceturc Room. Alex-
ander Di.rner will lecture on "English and
German Romnnticism." (Department o(
Art. I
Tuesday. Mnrch 22: *8 : 1 r. A. M. Morning
Chapel. Miss Landers will lend.
•4:40 P. M. Room 124, Pounders Hnll.
A speaker from the New York Times will
talk nn "Fnshion Illustration nnd Design."
(Per onnel Bureau, i
Wednesday, March 23: •«:!:> A. M.
Morning Chnpel. Dr. noyntun Merrill, n
iru lee of the college, will lead.
4:40 P. M. T. /.. E. House. Meeting
of Social Service Volunteers, Miss Irene
Anderson will
-peak on children's work in
Si Ml. incnts.





Polly Smith '38, in her review or
The Olive Fields by Harold Bates, at
a discussion meeting on March 9
sponsored by the Spanish department,
evaluated the book as an accurate
record of Spanish customs. The shorl -
comings of the book were acknowl-
edged to be lack of unity and a mere-
ly superficial understanding of the
Spanish people.
Charlotte Fraser '38. described the
pre-i evolutionary, Acadian life of the
Spanish Island of Ibiza. as it is sym-
pathetically and truthfully portrayed
by Eliot Paul, the American autho
of The Life and Death of a Spanish
Town. The meaning of "Death of a
Spanish Town" Dr. Pedro Salinas
summarized in referring to the book
as essentially "an elegy of the civili-
zation of limitation."
DIXON FOX WILL CIVE
HONORS DAY ADDRESS
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1 1657-1696), 1924; of James Fenimore
Cooper's New York, 1930: A Quarter
Century of Learning, 1931; Sources of
Culture in the Middle West, 1934.
Since 1934, he has been editor of the
series of the New York State historical
association. With Professor A. M.
Schlesinger of Harvard university, he
is editor of the 12 volume work, A
History of American Life, well known
to students of American history and
literature.
Admlnistratve experience In various
capacities helped pave the way for
his appointment as president of Union
college in 1935. Since 1929. he has
been president of the New York state
historical association. At one time
or another, he has been president
also of the conference of American
local historical societies, of the An-
tique Collectors' League of America,
and of other organizations, and he
has held prominent positions in the
American historical association, the
American antiquarian society, the
New York historical society, the Amer-
ican council of learned societies.
President Fox is very active as a
speaker, on both educational and his-
torical subjects, his speeches being
characterized by the breadth of his
views, the soundness of his scholar-
ship, and the happy wit of his pre-
sentation.
Antiques Exhibition
Wellesley basketball teams will en-
counter stiff opposition from the
Boston Antiques in an exhibition game
on Friday. March 18. at 7:30 in the
gym. The Antiques, winners of last
year's game, arc a group of women gym
teachers in Boston.
Badminton
Badminton tournaments are drawing
to a close. The mixed doubles match
ended abruptly Saturday when Emily
Browning '40 sprained her ankle dur-
ing the match. Mary-Eliza Turner '40
won by default the singles tournn-
ment. Next Saturday's matches will
feature a faculty-student tournament.
COLLEGIANS TO VIEW
METROPOLIS AT WORK
Under the auspices of Open House
Inc.. New York city Is turning over
Its keys to the college students of
America from March 23 to April 10.
New York's "higher ups" such as
Mayor La Guardia, Lowell Thomas,
Deems Taylor, and Mrs. Ogden Reid
will be at home to the guests of
Open House.
Because of the success of last year's
Open House, the business women of
New York have planned this year's
houseparty on a larger scale. Regis-
tration cards, available at the News
office, may be mailed to Open House
headquarters, Biltmore Hotel, from now
through April 13 due to the requests
for extension of time.
Alumnae Notes
Margaret Butsch, graduate in the
hygiene and physical education de-
partment, '37, teaches at Grosse Point
country day school in Michigan.
Bettie Ellfeldt, graduate in the
hygiene and physical education de-
partment. '35, is now teaching danc-
ing and swimming at the University
of California.
Dorothea Lensch, graduate in the
hygiene and physical education de-
partment, '30, is now a physical edu-
cation supervisor in Portland, Oregon.
She also works with the dance, giv-
ing some work to the grammar school
physical education teachers through
an extension class from the University
of Oregon, and a private class of
dance enthusiasts.
FOUND—after the Saturday night perl
nnce of "Alccste," n gentleman'* graj
beard in the Indica' rent room at Alum.
hall. Will owner plearc coll nt tin I
STRAYED—a text book called The Art . f
Interpretative Speech." It enn be Idi n-
tided by a pen nnd ink sketch Of Herr
Hitler on the flyleaf. (I believe then
abio a drawing of a donkey on the same
page.) Will finder please return lo
S. H.. Severance hall.
LOST—A mnn'n watch, Saturday night on
the stage nt Alumnnc If anybody kna
about it please nee R. Garrison, DavL* hall.
Doris Snodgrass, graduate in the
hygiene and physical education de-
partment, "36, has a position at the








that's the watchword for
Chesterfield tobaccos
Here's the reason so many smokers
like Chesterfields
. . .
Thousands of casks of mild ripe
Chesterfield tobacco are kept in stor-
age all the time—every pound of it
aged 2 years or more to give Chest-
erfield smokers more pleasure.
The mild ripe tobaccos— home-grown
and aromatic Turkish— and the pure
cigarette paper used in Chesterfields
are the best ingredients a cigarette
can have. They Satisfy.
PLEASURE


